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The problem of increasing the urescure r.tio per Ltage of an axial
flow compressor is studied in part by considering the effect of bounaary
layer control by area suction on who throe dimensional turbulent boundary
layer flow on the caalng in one ttftg* of a compressor.
The effect of this bounaary layer control on the prevention of
reparation is investigates. Crossflow and crosswise variation of cross-
flow in the boundary layer are factors contributing to the tendency to-
ward separation ana the effect of boundary layer control on this phen-
omenon is determined. This analysis is limited to the boundary layer
on the casing und does net take into consideration the possible separa-
tion taking place at the bxaees.
The boundary layer equations are usee to obtain the momentum inte-
gral equations with suction applied at ths surface. The method of small
perturbations is applied to the equations in order to simplify them so
that a solution may be reached with relatively little effort. Impress-
ions are assumed for the boundary layer profiles, flow paw outside the
boundary layer, and shear stresses. These are in a form v.hich closely
resembles the actuai conditions.
gm
In order to show what effect boundary layer control exerts, a simpli-
fied single stage compressor is studied. The results show that crossflow
can be reduced by applying suction to the boundary layer with a result-
ant decreasee tendency toward sepi.rs.tion of the flow, but this is reached
only after a certain minimum suction veiccit;, is attained. If the suction
velocity is less then this minimum, in spite of the decrease in bounaary
layer thickness the crossflow wili be increased over that of a solid wall
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In the design of an axial flow compressor it woulo be desirable
to obtain a higher pressure ^er stage while stixl maintaining the
high efficiencies presently attainea. The application of axial
flow compressors to turbojet engines in aircraft has dictated this
desirability since a higher pressure ratio per stage would require
fewer stages to reach the same overall pressure rise without affect-
ing the performance of the engine. This recuc^d number of stages
would decrease the weight of the compressor and thereby increase the
overall performance of the aircraft.
The present day designs are limited, ho. ever, by the real fluid
effects to a relatively small pressure rise (L0-ii5$) per stage. Ex-
perience has shown that any increase over this amount causes a sharp
decrease in efficiency below the approximately 90% currently attain-
able. Consequently the istue at hand is the increase in pressure
ratio per stage without an accompanying decrease in efficiency.
The real "fluid effects which are of importance in compressors
are the separation of the boundary layer from the blades and a sing
walls and also the general lowering of the momentum due to crosswise
transport of boundary layer air.
The separation of boundary layer in compressors is caused not
only by the usual unfavorable pressure gradients in the direction of
the flow, but also by the crosswise variation of crossflow in the
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boi. dar la cn% This croseflow is created b.- the curvature of the
jb which the ZlxM travels. . irriloetton of conditions
ilcvcd to eid.3t is shown in Tig. 1. 4a the flow travels throi
b curved possagB| a crosswise pressure gradient is induced. The
fluid in the boundary layer cm the easing is saving at a lower vclo-
bbas tiiat outside the boundary layer end si tea the pressure in
the layer is the sane as outside the la/vcr, the particle paths In the
boundar layer have greater curvature than bhoae outside the layer*
result is a crosswise flow of air In the boundarv layer which un-
der conditions existing in coiroressors periodically- increases and de~
aaaa the mrsentum of the fluid saving In the direction of the flow
outside the boundary layer* The result of these ehanges is an i -
creased tendency toward locsl. bounds er separation over that
caused by an unfavorable pressure gradient in tho direction of notion.
Shis occurs at certain points usually located on the casing malls and
at the exit fron the rotor bladin-.
The loca-t separation of boundary layer is not the enly undasir-
able effect of croseflow* In addition, this crosswise flow, which tal.es
00 at rir-ht angles to the flow outsido the boundary la e: , seta up
a circulatory notion or "secondary flov ,: , that results in the t easier
of boundary layer air into tlie center of tire blade passage and rcplon-
ishnent of the region close to the walls with hi;;h ncaaeitun air. Con-
sequently there is a tendency to equalise the noocnUaa state between
tlie raaln flow a.- id the low raoxaentun fluid, and an additiovial increased
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frictional loss which the high momentum air experiences when brought
aear to the vails. The general influence of this flow is t# lower
the momentum of the main boay of flow. (See Ref. 1.)
From the above discussion it is apparent that the chief source
of undesirable real fluid effects in compressors is the existence of
crossflow in the boundary layer. By eliminating the crossflow on
the casing, one may expect not only to reduce the likelihood of local
boundary layer separation, but also to prevent the decrease in over-
all momentum of the flow. Consequently, due to such elimination it
should be possible to increase the angle through which the flow is
turned, and thus to increase the pressure rise per stage without the
usual accompanying loss in efficiency.
One promising method of boundary layer control in two dimensional
flow is the application of suction. Results have indicated that by
use of suction, the separation of two dimensional boundary layer may
be retarded. (See Ref. 2.) The effect of sue -ion on three dimensional
bouneary layer flow, however, has not been investigated and it is not
clear at once whether suction will similarly prevent separation in
the presence of crossflow. Furthermore it is not known if there are
any additional requirements on this suction and if so, what they are.
The present study is concerned with the problem of increasing
the amount of turning and thereby the pressure rise in a blade passage
by applying suction to the boundary layer at the casing. The effect
of this boundary layer control on three dimensional boundary layer
flow will be investigated. Once the requirements for suction which

minimizes the effect of crossflow in the boundary layer for any given
turning are determined, the estimates of gain from such control in
tortus of increased pressure ratio can easily be made.
Various means of boundary layer control have been proposed for
airfoils. (See Ref. 5.) One such method is by a slot cut in the sur-
face with the boundary layer drara off through this slot. The most
efficient position of this slot for the prevention of separation was
determined to be at the point of separation. Since this chances unaer
different conditions, this type of control appears not sufficiently
flexible for practical application. Another method is to apply
suction through a porous material over an entire area of the surface.
This introduces the question, when this type boundary layer control is
applied to a compressor, of where the suction should be applied to be
most efficient. The structural properties of the porous materials
themselves become of great importance in a compressor application. The
surface roughness is another consideration since this would appear to
be greater than for a solid wall, with presumably a greater shearing
force at the wall.
At the present time there are materials available which can be
used in this type of application and their properties are adequate
from this viewpoint. Electroplated mesh has a very smooth surface and
can be made to any desired degree of porosity. Porous bronse is not
quite so smooth, but has the advantage of greater strength. Through
the use of powder metallurgy techniques it should be possible to ob-
tain almost any desired combination of strength and porosity. For
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exaaple, a change in materials as well as sintering temperatures cr
pressures can be used in obtaining the detiree results. Ref. 4 thows
the results of test runs on boundary layer control using various
materials
.
If in a particular application the desireo strength for a com-
pressor casing could not be found inherently in one of „the porous
metals, a double shell could be constructed. The cuter 6hell could
be made the load-carrying member and the inner shell the porous mem-
ber. The area In between could serve as air removal duct. In this
mm manor of using two-shell construction, the distribution of
suction could be varied la any manner desirea by using a porous sur-
face of uniform porosity and then backing this suction surface in the
area where less flow is desired by some such material as steel wool.
Several important points must be considered when discussing the
most efficient method of applying suction to a compressor boundary
layer. Flrs£, it Is highly desirable to maintain the high efficiency
of the compressor and therefore it is necessary tc remove the minirsum
amount of air consistent with the realization of the desired results.
Second, the tendency toward separation is not the same in each stage
of a siultistage compressor but increased in the lattsr stages due to
increase in boundary layer thickness. In considering this first
point, it seems logical to assume that one way of removing a minimum
of air is to distribute the suction in such • way that it is propor-
tioned to the thickness of the boundary layer. Thus where the aomen-
tura loss is greatest, the greatest amount of air will be removed.
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the boundary Layer grows thinner under the influence of the suction
applied, the suction velocity Ltaelf will be reduced, thue reducing
the amount of air rewoved. The second point raises the question of
Just where would be the best ..lace to apply this optimum suction dis-
tribution. If it v/ere applied over the entire casino, more air would
probably be removed than if it were ap.litso to only the later stages
and th6 results might only be wasted on the early stages. Since this
analysis is limited to a single stage, it is not anticipated that any
definite conclusions can be orawn to satisfy this question.
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II - DERIVATION OF V,i IS
Pr—dtl'a iiapllfic&tlop t Prwodtl 1 ! sla lificstion of the equations
of laotion results In the equations .or boundary layer flow. The
aethod of simplification If *ivon in ^ >i . 5, and a brief e will
bs ^ivon for the convenience of thfl reacUKT*
COBti4#ring rtead; turbulent flow with no i«pressed forces, the
equations of Botioa my be written
t
M> n T ^ ' ^ * / ^y ^^ »y *^
vV a^ T ^ * * /
T TIT j* r ^/ ^ >*
.Mttoa -• the sh- ring flow bai n L nsion much snail r
in theV direction th n either th« X or ^ directions, th: velocity sir
b^-comes of the order of the aacttmlan in y direction «nc me:/ be neg-
lected when coiparew to the velocities U- incur. Assuming that the
accelerations are of the eaate order of raa^nitude as the shear force.
,

the rate of change of shear in theX and 2* directions become neg-
ligible when compered to that in the Y direction. Fttrthernore, the
smell transport of momentum in the vertical direction reduces the
momentum equation in the y direction to Vj^Q. Consequently the
change of pressure through the boundary layer in they direction may
be considered equal to zero a&d the pressure considered he determined
by the flow outside the bouncary layer. Thus the equations for the
three dimensional turbulent bouncary layer flow en be written
i
U^T-H/u-^T+^iJ-iLi^: r L1-&+-UZ**- (i.b )
» m- + ±*£ -+ £^£ - O (l.c)
Care must be ta : n that the application of these simplified equations
is restricted to a region whose extension in the y direction is very
much less than the extension in thex or? directions.
These equations are concerned v/ith the flow over a plane surface,
but the results obtained can be extcnuec to a circular cylinder without
change. (Tee Ref. 6.) Fig. 8 shows the coordinate system to which
equations (l.a), (i.b), and (l.c) will be referred for further analysis.
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Tho restriction placed on thu^e equations in the process of simplifica-
tion still applies, so that the length in the X* direction ano. the raaius
of curvature in the S direction must be very cmch greater than the
thickness of the boundary layer in the y direction. Furthermore, the
radius of curvature roust be a constant for the flat plate equations to
be used directly with the cylindrical coordinates, so that this analysis
ill be restricted to the boundary layer on the casing of a conpre. sor.
In addition, steady incompressible flow conaitione are assumed to exist.
Since these equations are to be considered when suction is applied
to the boundary layer over an area of the wall, the vertical velocity
at the wall is not tero as normally considered. It has an actual value
which will be negative in algebraic sign following the convention of
positive velocities in the positive directions of their respective
axes. Consequently the boundary conditions aret
at nj^-Q : ul~ >u/ ~ °, /^r * £<oY
«*.
*t w^ <U\ O.: IT. xjj-=TXTV
where K is a constant greater than the boundary layer thickness. Since
the flow under consideration is turbulent, ail the terias used in these
equations are mean vaiues with respect to the tine.
?-!lonentUEt integral liquations t The pressure is considered as determined
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tlom c •-.:.ti one outside the boun- sry lt v r j writing
tioat (l.e) ' (l.b) in terms of the velocities out ic the
r tb: Shange Of pressure in the X -no. 2- ciircctione can
I terminal. The shear stress outside of the bouncrry layer it con-
cidered wjual to zero. Thua:
-4- if- r tr-tf- ttfliE
substituting these terms into equations (l.tt) and (l.b) ana integrating
with respect to \l over the constant height sfa (following the method of




*LT*r + °** 1 xTZ~*«r
-Tr\e77 * 7/-/





Equations (2. a) and (2.b) show that for trie three dimensional bound-
ary layer, the momentum losses are made up of the two dimensional
effects plus additional terms caused by the three dimensional inter-
action of momentum transport in the boundary layer. Setting the
suction velocityC equal to zero reduces the equations to those de-
termined in ftef . 2. To see the effect which the suction velocity has
on the momentum loss, equations (^-.a) ana (<-.b) will be written with
the assumption that the velocities outside of the boundary > layer are
constant.
&ct +_ C _ >£* . OCT ±&SL£.
The ribht hana sic; s of these aquations indicate the total change in
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the uomentun loss in the boun< : : rer. AsffUBlog thi t the iihc. r
stresses t the <"eli for a orour natarlal arc tht; same re for i
solid boundary ano riliibtflOj that £ baa ft il«g< tive value, it can
be Bc-n that the tctcl change In the momentum lost in the boundary
layer ffiu; t become smaller as the left banc side of the eauations be-
comes smaller. This occurs as the suction velocity becomes a larger
negetive quantity. Therefor* a boundary layer to which suction is
applied over an area of the nail will have a smaller momentum loss
than one which is bounded by a solid wall, ana the greater the suction
velocity the smaller the momentum loss will be.

—1*_
til - SIMPLIFIED LCUATiONS
Method of Small Perturbations t Equations (--.a) anu (». .b) are non-
linear differential equations and with their interconnecting terms it
wouiu be very difficult to find a solution in their present form.
Tney can be simplified by the method of siaail perturbations, in this
method tne flow is consiaereu as naving a mean value u, on which small
variations oust be very much less than the mean value. If the three
dimensional effects are considered as these small variations, the
amount of turning of the flow accomplished in a blade passage must
then be a small quantity. The small turning angle is one restriction
which is put on the following analysis, but under real conditions it
appears that the three dimensional effects actually are small when
compared to the mean flow. Therefore the following assumptions will
be made:
4T- *r°(*, Aj) 4 V(x
(
4i,,2)




rei JLl . *?L ^Ci jr_ !*lL < / / q
^Egume*i Flow Con^ltlonp Outside the Bounoary Layer > In sedition to
the smnll parturbati n procrcur©, an essunption can be iaaa© which
r»lll further simplify the equations, Btill permitting retention of a
sufficiently wignifloaat model. Thus consider;
tC" - constant
U' * o
Those assumptions preclude any acculuration in th* axial direction
outside the boundary layer (a condition wnich is io- osec by continuity
on cascades operating in incompressible flow) but consider the tangent-
ial flow undergoing acceleration. The tangential velocity is small
compared to the axial velocity, but is detonaineo by both the axial
ana tangential positions.
Substituting these expressions for the velocities and neglecting
second order -^enns, equations (^.a) and (; .b) may beN written in the
following simplified manner
j
€*QX _ *_&L _ C_ (5. )
* **L TV J
rot
_
&< ±ZL+-± f lu
'
e^ 7. 5H' (s.c)
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Characteristic Scale Factors : Reasonable profile for the boundary
layer velocity distribution must now be assutaeu before equations
m
(5, a), (:.b) and (5.c) con be evaluated further. Tbe zero order dis-
tribution will be taken as the familiar l/7th po*er law for turbulent
boundary layers
s
The firat order term of the axial flow component is the variation due
to accelerations caused by the component of velocity at right angles.

I pi flic li assused to bt a fractional part of the- ?ero orc.tr
tribtttion and Lte form will bo similar to thet indicated by
nts carried cut in an actual compressor. (Sec Pof. &)
afore i
The profilea of F andGF are shown in Fig. 5. K is a dimensionless
scale factor and is a function of X and i.
?ho velocity distribution in the Z direction will be consioerec.





where £- £(K>i) ia another dimensionlese scale factor.
The functions F and Q are considered as iiero order terao and since
-J*^» ia a first order tern and very much less than unity. i\ oust be a
.
•* «
tera of the first order and very much less than unity. The tera _H£-
ia of zero order and therefore £ must be of zero order.
Flow conditions in the boundary layer are completely described
whan the value of the mean flow, ana the small variations which occur
about this mean flow are determined. Therefore by evaluating the
omentum thickness,
O
x , K» and £ the flow in the boundary layer can be
completely described since the, momentum thickness is e measure of the
mean flow wiuie y\ and c cietercme the small variations. It is a&&u.
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that tha profile shape docs not dian^e with sucti .
^ider, as an example* the velocity profile In tha axial dir-
ection just it the point where separation is about to occur,
this point, u*-*a = o as *j —»0> so that at tha poi.it of sspcu
U s -u at tha *al!L FrOB the cicJi dtions oi voloci es,
u' =tt*KFG
oo that
-ji = K G and as ^ —* o , *- = K .
t-ho poit.it of reparation
"Jji r ~ I *sd K a ~| 9 i;o fck*t to prevent
separation of U - 2 flov; ft oust be greater thai) -!•
Considering «C as the anglS between the axial velocit oonpanent
and the actual flow airaction in the boundary la or, tlie folio*!
relation oay be observed!
. ,lnce K is a first order term and very meh la .', tha
following appftodacttion May be ?aade:
and as h —» O
=-[.+*«]
u
!^_~1 = Si (1+6)

..
. t.h v:lqc ' tie*
s-» thnt t v i -it'->n nay alto he defined |
tan of — V °*
Being a. first order term, T> ok ^y De consioerec negligible with
reypect touor bo thet the following approximation may be aaciai
Proa the above relation* involving £ , it crtfi be seen that if
£ = O the flow at the wail has the sane deviation froa the axial
'




But if £ ^0thc flow at the wall has a different deviation froa the
axial direction than the flow outside the bounaary layer. Therefore
the quantity Ifinay be considered a neaeure of the crocuflow in the
bouna&ry layer. Determining values of £ for varying aaounts of suction
velooity would show in what manner, if any, the bounoary layer suction
would ekaaga the crossflow.
Solution of the ivioiaentun-Integral Equations t In orcer to solve the
equations describing the flow in the bounaary layer, some expression
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t be i_itroduccd for the shear stress at the wall. Fall:: -or in
. U proposed the fern union will be used in this analysis* lids
forn lias the advantags or bei:K; very coo. t for purposes of cal-
culation, a id also agrees iuitc veil with experiiaental data,






C^is a sonata t determined Tor folly turbulent i'lov/5 C » 0.00653U
and nr\ = 1/^.
It ba3 been shown already that the tangential shear stress at
tiio -nail nay be written in tcms of the shear stress due to the aeon
rti
alkner expression for shear, although used hers with sere
Treasure gradient) is also used when such pressure {gradient exists.
It is known that such an a plication gives good results as 2cr as
BotUB leas is co corned, Consequent!", tlie effect of changes in
the axial velocity an the shear in the X direction is neglected and
tTou^s asftUBWjd aero*
isd the velocit;/ profiles and sxpressions for
Bar stresses in the boundar; v$ it :'. ossible to proceed
with the solution of equations (3«a), (3«b), and (3»c). Hie tento O
Qx fl^. etc. m l all be written in tones, of « and the

scale factors K and c
.
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The generalized momentum thicinoss (q/Ls also introduceo. to eliminate






In view of the previous discussion of the optimum distribution
of the suction velocity, that velocity will be pr<. scribea as directly
proportional to the momentum loss of the unptrturboa flow. Thus, the
greatest suction will be appliea to the thickest bounoary layer and
a lesser amount of air will be drawn off where the momentum lost of
the unperturbed flow is low. Therefore
where V- is the parameter determining the values of suction velocity
desired. Equations (3. a), (3.b) and (3.o) can thus be written con-
taining three un-oiown ©, l\ , and £.
Theso equations can be solved for the three unknown by first determin-
ing uPfroir (4. a), proceeding to solve (4,c) for £ with the v&lue of©
previously determined, and then substituting into (-i.b) finally solv-
ing for K
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3 A SP ML
;,'oaei of a Coaiprsssor Stage t To determine the effect of suction
applied to the boundary layer, a simplified model of a compressor
stage will be utilized to determine the solutions of equations (5. a),
(5.b) and (S.c). Various values for C, will then be assumed showing
how the boundary layer changes with variation in suction velocity
and whether the crossflow is affected. A sketch of this model is
shown in Fig. 4. The flow through the approach passage is considered
purely axial in direction. No suction is applied prior to the rotor
blade row and the boundary layer grows unhindered in this region.
Boundary layer suction is commenced at the leading edge of the rotor
and continued throughout the length of the stage. This boundary
layer suction is distributed in the assumed manner.0 - Q Q * _
This means that the suction must be varied continuously over the
length of the stage conceivably by varied porosity.
It is assumed that the flex through the stages of a compressor
is periodic in that the turning accomplished in a rotor passage is ex-
actly reversed in a stator passage. The mean path of fluid particles
follows a spiral path through a compressor at a constant deviation
from the axial direction. There is a variation about this mean path
which varies periodically in both axial ana tangential directions.
Furtherr-iore, the flow will be changed in different designs by utiliz-




>.ith these ideas i ., it la felt that Ma oxpressio roae-
inat escribing tl^c flow througn a c or ana be written aei
^o = [i - co,(*irf)J <* s/«i
x
(irf ) 4- C^
(See . : . , Ebe constant S is the distance between corrc
points on adjacent blades -..-easurcd In the i direction* Ibis will not
be a constant value for aa actual eoopresoor stage due to the radial
divergence of the blades, but for alnpllejt&y or calculation it villi
be considered constant. She length of tha compressor stage is given
I , The ten C*is a neasure of the inclination of the nean flew
w'path froo the axial direction and because -=-a is assuned a snail
. LtjSTi tlio value of this tern must be snail* The tri^o.ioriotric
bake into account the periodic nature of the flow*
', C± is a rjoasure of the amplitude of the variation
fraei bhe raoan patb a:d has a direct relation with the turning angle
of the flow I -h a blade pa< s . The turning angle is denoted
d) , and<ps4L**^ ahera 4\ la the angle between the absolute flow
direction and the axial direction at tlio inlet to the blade row, and




» ml at x « X;
W' u..v i
ta;n x -T- ^=X-1

J5— is a first orcier tern and the approximation tan , - <p. can be
"IT*
use-:.. Considering the length of one pesc-age only, the itra sin*(TT-^-)





Hew ioivin^ for the average value of tho turning for one bicde pans-
•ge, where -K, goes froa to 1;
Gives (f)^ - £t
Given various amounts of average turning accomplished in a blade i I
. ^c, the value of C/fc is iameoiattdy given. Values of turning M
o
up to approximately 20 are used in coiaprestor design and while the
approximations made in this analysis are not strictly valio for these
higfci values, it is hoped that the indicated trends will be correct.
'"urtherraore there is a direct relation between the turning tn^le
and the pressure rise occurring in a blade passage. This cm be deter-




APt = £> TCOo*)[taK 4t - U* <*,]
cr
A fc Ct [l- c-<xTr-*-)]
The average VftXut for this BXpretsioo is aetvruii.ee in the ease anuiner





Therefore an; inurtaoe in the averse turning ^n&ie *ili be reflected
in an increase of the pressure rise atffoaa the piSMgm,
tota reported it Mf. 6 obtained froa experimental runs t«ls con-
sidered in order tc assume realistic initial values fcr the boundary
layer dimensions. The following values are assuoeu for this applica-
tion:
©.r 0.0*18 in. £* i in. Xc' » 20 in.
l?e S*.SX/o* J* B.M in.
Upon substituting the expression for the flo* outside the bound-
MPj laytJ mad tat aasaaad Initial eeadltians iatc aquations (-..-),
(..b) tad (f.c) th« following itqaatioai are obtained, laesi in only
applicable to trie initial stage of the chosen compressor model since
they do not contain the Wrms unicb would be obtained from the con-







-^i/)C«C-IT l)(B)^X'' J'^ (6 ' b)
SK .(ft A.TT )(r c . V__ JLV /)f )/^ , +Mv ( 6 - c >CtS^Gri^jJ^'^ay
.her. j. in (6.c) i. equal to —__^ ,
Values of C equal to 0, -£0, -60, -100 and -150 were usee to
give various amounts of suction velocity. The corresponding average
suction velocities over the total stage length are given in Table I.
Values of (.^corresponding to average turning angles of 5°, 10°, 15 °,
and £0 were used to show the effect of suction velocity on the bound-
ary layer parameters. The solutions of equations (6,b) and (6.c)
were obtained numerically using Simpson »s rule for which the total
length was divided into ten equal intervals of one-half inch. Since
at the stage inlet the flow is purely axial with no first order varia-
tions of velocity, the constants of integration C.and C in equations
(5.b) and (5.c) connected to the initial conditions are both equal to
sero and do not appear in (6.b) and (6,c).
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V - DISCUSSION OF h^SULTS
The effect of variation in suction velocity and turning angle on
the boundary layer parameters is shov.n in Figures 7,8 and 9. The
values of these parameters are shown over the axial length of the com-
pressor stage. The smallest value of X corresponds to the inlet to
the rotor at which point suction of the bounu&ry layer commenc s. The
greatest value of X is the outlet of the stator. The dimensions of K
are in inches and both the rotor and stator are 2.5 inches long.
For the distribution of suction assumed in this analysis, only
small average suction velocities would be required to drastically re-
duce the momentum thickness of the unperturbed flow in the boundary
flow, as shown in Fig. 7. This momentum thickness and its growth
over the length of a compressor stage for a solid boundary are shown
as a reference for comparison with the momentum thickness experienced
with bouncary layer suction applied. For the solid wall, the momentum
thickness increases continuously throughout the stage. As suction
velocity is ap^liea and is increased, the loss decreases and tends to
become a constant value over a certain portion of the stage. This can
be seen in Fig. 7 for C, - " 15G» where the momentum loss is practically
a constant value over H0% of the stage.
The deviation of the direction of the flow at the v-all from the
direction of the main body of flow outside the boundary layer is indi-
cated in Fig. 8. Again, the results obtained for a solid boundary are
plotted for reference. This reference curve shows a greater deviation

~Z9~
at the outlet of the rotor than at any other point in the stage. For
small values of suction velocity an increase in this deviation takes
place; for O I -a C.6£4£ the deviation is almost double the maxi-
mum deviation experienced on the solid wall. This maximum deviation
still occurs at the outlet of the rotor. As the suction velocity is
increased above this value, the deviation begins to decrease until at
Cj
\ ^
0.703% it is again at approximately the value experienced on
the solid wall. A shift of the point of maximum deviation has taken
place, however, and it is now almost at the midpoint of the rotor.
Thus the change in direction of flow at the wall is following the
change in direction of flow outside the boundary layer more closely.
Further increase in the suction velocity reduces the deviation and
an improved flow condition results. For the highest value of suction
velocity computed, the deviation has been considerably reduced and is
periodic in nature over the stage length. In the second stage, the
initial values of the characteristic factors would thus be lower than
for a solid wail and the beneficial results would carry over to the
second stage. The deviation differs across the blade passage with the
variation in JL , and for JL r h» the deviation will have its greatest
3 ft
value. The increased deviation of the boundary layer flow for low
suction velocities is believec to be the result of an increased grac-
ient in the crosswise direction due to the decreased thickness of the
boundary layer. The suction appears to have some minimum value that




Thc effect of turning angle and unction velocity on the tendency
towai*d separation of the axial velocity eewpenent can be det sd
Ig, 9# for any anount of spacing between blades, ft* value of
for this analysis ic k&.-.i and the value at which axial velocity
^ration will occur at :;or.ie particular point is shown, on the cur.
:cc S - 3»36, the value of 5 r\ which would lead to separatio
sanevtoere In the ] ust be greater than 3.36» The point at
wliich a;:ial separation will occur first ic Share -~ » 3/u« Correlating
Fig, 8 a*xl Fig. 9 shown that t;:e tendency for separation of the a::ial
velocity Is greatest for the greatest crossfiow. It can be seen frco
Fig. 9 tiiat the otator is the area in i filch separation has the great-
est te dene; to ocem . CMfi figure refers specifically only to I
Lai velocity coaponaut* For true separation of the flow to
place, the total velocity at the wall oust be aero* fhio deans that
tlio variation about the nean veloc.F, 1 both the axial and tangential
directions i iust be equr.l to and is the reverse direction of these moan
velocities, fhus, to deter; 'dne the point of true separation, F:". .
aid Fig# 9- nust bo ce. I to find tliat eonaon point in the pa
•c.e -2L£ =
-/ a xl sK- -3«36i -t Bust be rcmcrbered, however) tliat
tlie ithod of coiaputation used in this analysis does not
peiT.iLt acourate evaluation at uepara beyond* but tlio results
are shown to indicate tb I .
Ehe results i:idicatc that for t9 'rot stage true separation
]JL not talx place up to turning angles of 20°, For the oolid wall
with no ouctio. led, separation of bhe 1 eoapo'.tent just be-

- .
gin© to tuke plact* at 20 turning angle, approximately half way-
through the stator. At this sane value of turning angle, the very
low values of suction velocity show axial flow separation over the
entire stator. The higher suction velocities do not show any tenden-
cy for axial flow separation to take place. A greater amount of
turning could be accomplished before these higher suction velocities
would allow axial flow separation to take place. Thus, there is an
indication thst crossflow can be reduced using reasonable values of
suction velocity. A value of -&-\ greater than 0.7;/ should pro-
duce beneficial results. Any value less than this, however, would
be detrimental.
The results seem to indicate that the effect of boundary layer
control would be more pronounced if suction were started prior to the
rotor inlet. The momentum loss could thus be reduced to a very low
and practically constant value throughout the stage. Crossflow could
thus be kept to a minimum and therefore the flow should be even fur-
ther improved. In a multistage compressor, this would indicate that
suction should be applied prior to the first stage which undergoes
separation effects.
Concluding Remarks ; It has been shown that boundary layer Control
can produce improved flow conditions in an axial flow compressor
stage by reducing the crossflow in the boundary layer and thereby re-
ducing the tendency toward separation at the casing. Therefore, it
should be possible to increase the pressure rise per stage of an

axial flow compressor bj utilizing & great NT turning c-ngie and apply-
ing boundary layer control on tfcu aeti&g. It remains to analyse
huLhor the advantages gained frog a reduced number of stagee with
suction required to achieve a given procure ratio outweigh the loss
of partially compressed clr arising froia suction and the necessary
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Measure of the Cross Flow in the Boundary laver







INDICATION OF flXlflL VELOCITY
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(Turning Angle = 5°)
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Indicrtioh of Axial Velocity













































I Indication of Axial Velocity
[Acceleration and Separation
(Turning Angle: = 20°)
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